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CMS	tracker	design	HL	LHC,	Stefano	Mersi		

•  	double	tracker	layers	to	trigger	on	high	pT	tracks		
•  	pixels	design	RD53	with	ATLAS	25x100	um	
•  	Macropixel-strips	inner	part	100	um	by	1467	um,
5cm	

•  	Strip-Srip	outer	part	90	um	by	5	cm	
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ATLAS	ITK	for	HL	LHC,	Karola	Dette	

•  4	pixel	layers	RD53,	25x100	um	and	50x50	um,	η<4	
•  4	strip	layers,	165m2	,	75umx24/48	mm	
•  	Solve	initial	current	problem	in	130nm	electronics	
by	pre-irradiation	
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X-Ray	Phase	Contrast	imaging,	Fulvia	Arfelli	

•  	with	synchrotron	radiation	free	space	propagation	phase	
contrast	

•  		interference	pattern	between	refracted		and	unrefracted	
waves	produce	intensity	variations	detected	by	detector	

•  	sample	to	detector	distance	must	be	optimized	to	detect	the	
interference	pattern		

•  Many	methods:	analyzer	crystal		imaging,	diffraction	
enhanced	imaging,	general=	absorption	+refraction+scatering	4	



Small	animal	micro-CT	with	TimePix	
	Jan	Zemlicka	

•  	300	um	Si	and	1000um	CdTe	detectors	
•  Threshold	in	each	pixel	above	the	noise	
•  	Unlimited	dynamic	range,	sample	1-100mm	
•  	Resolution	0.5-50	um	
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Thin	CMOS	pixel	sensors,	Marc	Winter		

•  	Future	needs:	
•  	CLIC	1	Mrad,	0.3	MHz/cm2	

•  	HL-LHC	outer	80	MRad,	100-200	MHz/cm2	

•  	HL-LHC	inner	2x500	MRad,	2000	MHz/cm2	

•  	FCC	pp			>	1	GRad,	200-20000	MHz/cm2	 6	



Characterization	of	Monch0.3	for	soft	Xray	
applications,	Sabina	Alvarez	

•  	soft	X-ray	FEL	250	eV-	1900	eV	
•  	pixels	25x25	um,	area	1	x	1	cm,	1kHz	frame	rate	
•  	single	photon	resolution>	700	eV,	FWHM	320	eV	
•  	ENC		36	electrons	=	130	eV	 7	



Single	Layer	Timepix3	Compton	Camera,	
Daniel	Turucek	

•  	55	um	pitch,	255x255	pixels,	1.46	ns	time	resolution	
•  	pair	of	events	happening	in	different	depth	of	CdTe	
1mm	depth	sensor	

•  	thyroid	cancer	search	resolution	2.5	mm	(gain	factor	of	
5),	reduce	dose	by	factor	4	

•  	mounted	on	helicopter,	drones,	localization	of	
radioactive	wastes	
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JUNGRAU	detector	for	XFEL,	Marco	Ramilli	

•  Dynamic	Gain	Switching	~110dB,~10000	10	KeV	
photons	

•  	75	um	pixel	pitch,	320/250	um	Si	thick	sensor	
•  	ASIC	256x256	pixels,	array	4x2	ASICs	
•  	16	memory	cells	with	>200kHz	 9	



CMOS	for	e/Xray	detectors		Nicola	Gerini	
•  12	inch	wafers	
•  	LASSENA,	PERCIVAL	
•  	CRYO	Electron	Tomography	
-2017	Nobel	Price	in	
Chemestry	(Dubochet,	Frank,	
Henderson)	for	biomolecules	

•  	Electron	energy	100	KeV	
instead	of	300	KeV	as	sigma	
elastic	is	bigger	?	

•  	50x50	um,	2048x2048	pixels,	
2500	frames/s,	200	um	thick	
sensor,	area	100	cm2	 10	



SEU	upsets	in	ATLAS	IBL	AlexandreRozanov	
•  	Correlation	of	noisy	
pixels	with	initial	TDAC	
value.	

•  Low	TDAC	values	
correspond	to	high	
thresholds.	

•  Biggest	fraction	of	the	
noise	happens	after	SEU	
flip	0->1	of	MSB	of	TDAC,	
which	sharply	reduces	
the	pixel	threshold	and	
increases	the	noise.		
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Distinguish	SET	from	SEU		

•  Read	back	local	memory	at	the	end	of	fill	and	compare	with	initial	settings	
•  Separate	modules	with	Shift	Registers	(SR)	“1”	and	“0”	
•  Rate	of	flip	flops	versus	chip	#		
•  Glitches(SET)	on	LOAD	line	dominate	0->1	flips	when		SR=1	
•  Glitches(SET)	on	LOAD	line	dominate	1->0	flips	when		SR=0	 12	



Global	Configuration	Memory	

•  Read	back	of	the	tripled		Global	Configuration	Memory	(GCM)	
during	the	LHC	fill	

•  	0->1	transitions	are	dominated	by	glitches	(value	of	the	loaded	
last	register	was	xFFFF)		

•  	1->0	transitions	not	observed,	triple	memory	suppress	real	SEU	
13	



Noise	with	reconfiguration	in	test	run		

•  Noise	in	IBL	high	η	modules	with	and	without		reconfiguration	
•  	Decrease	of	the	noise	with	reconfiguration		is	due	to	the	more	

frequent	(11	min)	refreshing	per	unit	of	luminosity		
14	



Broken	clusters	with	reconfiguration	

•  		Fraction	of	broken	clusters	with	and	without	
reconfiguration	
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Conclusions	on	ATLAS	SEU	
•  ATLAS	Pixel	detector	with	IBL	at	R=3.3	cm	efficiently	operates	at	high	

luminosity		with	expected	SEUs.	
•  SEUs	in	global	memory	create	silent	modules,	current	jumps,	occupancy	

jumps,	de-synchronizations.	
•  Global	Configuration	Memory	SEUs	mitigated	in	2017	by	refreshing	the	

memory	during	ECR	every	5	seconds	without	dead	time.	
•  SEUs	in	Local	pixel	memory	create	quiet	pixel,	broken	clusters,	noisy	pixels.	
•  Local	pixel	memory	bit	flips	are	dominated	by	glitches	(SET)	on	the	LOAD	

line	of	DICE	latches.	
•  During	few	test	runs	in	2018	local	pixel	memory	was	gradually	refreshed	

during	ECRs	with	the	full	period	of	11	minutes.	Complete	cure	of	quiet	
pixels,	broken	clusters	and	noisy	pixels	due	to	SET/SEU.	

•  Plans	to	fully	deploy	the	gradual	refreshing	of	local	pixel	memory	in	IBL	FE-
I4	during	ECR	in	Run3	in	2021.			

•  For	future	pixel	FE	electronics	design:	suppression	of	glitches	(SET)	could	be	
as	important	as	SEU	hardness.		

•  The	tests	on	24	GeV	CERN	PS	facility	is	a	good	method	for	SEU/SET	
measurements	and	design	validation.	
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Additional	
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ATLAS	IBL	Frontend	ASICs	at	the	Large	
Hadron	Collider	at	CERN	

•  LHC	delivered	in	2015/2018	total	of	156	fb-1	integrated	luminosity	to	
ATLAS	for	13	TeV	pp	collisions.	

•  Maximum	of	2.1	1034	cm-2	s-1		peak	stable	beam	luminosity.	
•  Up	to	0.77	fb-1		luminosity	delivered	per	LHC	fill.	
•  Pixel	detector	operated	at	extremely	high-radiation	environment,	in	

particular	Insertable	B-Layer	(IBL)	at	R=3.3	cm	received	the	dose					
1.03	1015	1	MeV	neq	cm-2	.	
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•  					For	introduction	to	ATLAS	
Pixel		and	LHC	see	talk	Paolo	
Sabatini			

•  IBL	pixel	front	end	chip	FE-I4-B	
in	130	nm	technology	was	
designed	with	Single	Event	
Upset	(SEU)	hard	configuration	
memory.	

•  Inside	the	pixels	Dual	
Interlocked	Cell	(DICE)	latches	
were	used.	



DICE	latches	
•  DICE	latches	have	redundant	storage	nodes	

and	restore	the	cell	original	state	when	an	
SEU	error	is	induced	in	a	single	node.	

•  Cross	coupled	inverter	latch	structure	with	
four	nodes	(X1-X4)	stores	data	in	two	pairs	of	
complementary	values.	

•  If	positive	upset	pulse	on	X1,	than	transistor	
MP2	is	blocked,	avoiding	propagation	of	this	
perturbation	to	node	X2.	

•  The	SEU	immunity	is	lost	if	two	sensitive	
nodes	(for	example	X1-X3)	change	the	state	
by	single	particle	impact.	

•  The	tolerance	to	SEU	is	increased	by	
Hardened	By	Design	(HBD)	approach:	spatial	
separation	of	critical	nodes,	isolated	wells,	
guard	rings	and	interleaving	of	cells.	

•  Global	configuration	memory	is	further	
protected	by	triple	DICE	latches	with	
addition	of	simple	majority	logic.	

FEI4 - DICE Latches and global configuration

FE configuration memory is stored in
Dual Interlocked CElls (DICE)
SEU tolerant memory
X1-X4 store data as 2 pairs of
complementary values
If, for example, X1 0 ! 1, MP2 (MN3) is
blocked avoiding perturbation to X2
(X3)
If X1 and X3 are upset, then memory is
corrupted

Global Configuration

32 16-bit words (512 bits total)

Control general operation of the chip

Triple DICE latches redundancy

SEU-hardness measured in
CERN-2008-008, JINST 8 C02026,
FE-I4B Manual.
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Abstract 
Latches based on the Dual Interlocked storage Cell or 

DICE are very tolerant to Single Event Upsets (SEU). 
However, for highly scaled processes where the sizes continue 
to decrease, the data in this latch can be corrupted by an SEU 
due to charge sharing between adjacent nodes. Some layout 
considerations are used to improve the tolerance of the DICE 
latches to SEU and especially the influence of sensitive nodes 
separation is tested for DICE latches designed with a 130 nm 
process. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The requirement for total dose tolerance for the ATLAS 

pixel detector has been estimated to 50 Mrad. Because of this 
high level of irradiation, the performance of the innermost 
layer of ATLAS pixel detector, the so-called b-layer, will start 
degrading after 2-3 years of LHC working. So, it is proposed 
to upgrade the b-layer detector. For this purpose, 
improvement in the electronic design of the pixel front end is 
under study and development using the 130 nm process [4]. 

At the time of the b-layer replacement, the level of 
radiation will be 3 times higher than at the start of the LHC. 
The total dose is estimated to reach 150 to 200 MRad and 
peak fluencies are close to 1x108 particles/cm²/sec. 

In principle, the commercial 130 nm process used to 
design the front end chip is less sensitive than older process 
generations to the effect of the total ionizing dose and 
irradiation tests made on individual devices are very 
promising. 

However, we have to consider carefully the SEU for this 
highly scaled process. In fact, the device dimensions are small 
and the capacitance of storage nodes becomes lower. The 
supply voltage needed is low (1.0 V to 1.4 V for the 130 nm 
process). The critical charge needed to provoke an upset 
becomes lower than in older processes and digital designs 
become less tolerant against SEU. 

Traditional flip flops are not suitable to be used in the 
b-layer environment. D flip flops based on the dual 
interlocked cell (DICE) latches have redundant storage nodes 
and restore the cell original state when an SEU error is 
introduced in a single node [5]. The probability that multiple 
nodes are affected by an upset is low, making the DICE latch 
less sensitive to SEU. However, as the device size shrinks, the 

space between critical nodes is reduced. The redundancy 
becomes less efficient because of the charge sharing between 
sensitive nodes of the DICE latch. For this reason, some 
hardened by design (HBD) approaches are used to reduce the 
effect of charge sharing. 

A 130 nm test chip has been designed in order to study the 
effect of some layout techniques on the tolerance to SEU. 
Layout considerations are based on spatial separation of 
critical nodes, isolation techniques like isolated wells and 
guard rings and cell interleaving. Some prototype layout 
structures have been investigated in order to develop some 
rules to follow in the new design of the front end IC 
developed for the b-layer replacement. 

II. DICE LATCH STRUCTURE UNDER TEST 

A. DICE Structure 
The DICE latch structure is shown in Figure 1. It is based 

on the conventional cross coupled inverter latch structure. The 
4 nodes X1 to X4 store data as 2 pairs of complementary 
values. 
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load
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Figure 1: DICE latch structure 

For example, when the stored data are 0 then X1-X2-X3-
X4 = 0101 and particularly X1 is low and X4 is high. If we 
assume a positive upset pulse on the node X1, the transistor 
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Fig. 27. A majority logic voting circuit is implemented in each cell to determine the effective output
data. This the data bit is corrupted only when more than one latch is upset. During the write cycle,
the global WE signal is activated and the selection line Li corresponding to the bit i is activated1060

through the address word. In this case the load signal (loadi) is activated. Each DICE cell has its
own load signal to avoid corrupting the three latches if a transient upset occurs in the preceding
combinatorial logic. The DICE latch structure is shown in Fig. 28 and consists of cross-coupled
inverters. The 4 nodes (n1 to n4) store data as 2 pairs of complementary values. For example, when
the stored bit is 0 then n1,n2,n3,n4 = 0101. If we assume a positive upset pulse on the node n1,1065

the transistor MP2 is blocked avoiding the propagation of this perturbation to the node n2. At the
same time the transistor MN4 will propagate a negative pulse to the node n4 blocking MN3 and
avoiding n3 level corruption. The perturbation is then removed after the upset transient since the
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SEU	in	Global	Registers	
•  Global	Registers	(GR)	
corruption	has	big	impact	
on	module	operation:		
–  change	of	the	low	voltage	
consumption	

–  	drops	in	occupancy	
–  	silent	modules	
–  	desynchronized	modules.	

•  Refreshing	of	the	GR	
restore	proper	function	of	
the	module.	

		

Global Registers SEU effects

Global Registers corruption has large
impact on the correct module operation
The Low Voltage (LV) current
consumption and the Hits per Event per
Pixel per Front-End show both a drop is
often observed when a front end global
configuration gets corrupted
The LV measurement has only 4 FEs
granularity
Corrective actions (re-send of global
configuration) taken at the event
counter reset signal (ECR) restores the
proper function of the module
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SEU	in	Local	Pixel	Memory	
•  	Pixel	local	configuration:	13	bits/pixel:	

Enable,	TDAC	(thresholds	5	bits),	FDAC	
(feed	back	current	4	bits),	HitBus,	Injection	
Caps	(2	bits).	

•  SEU	DICE	cross-section	measured	for	FE-I4-
A	in	the	24	GeV	proton	test	beam	is	1.1	
10-15	cm-2		(enable	bit,	0	->1	transition).	

•  Hadron	flow	at	IBL	predicted	by	PYTHIA/
FLUKA	simulation	tuned	to	ATLAS	data:		
91.0	1011	cm-2	fb-1	hadrons	with	E>20	MeV	
at	planar	modules.	

•  Expect	274	pixels/fb-1/chip	SEU	flips	of	
Enable	bit	0->1	

•  Enable	bit	SEU	flip	1->0	:	“Quiet”	pixel.	
•  2016:	no	automatic	recovery	actions,	linear	

rise	of	quiet	pixels		
•  2017:	automatic	recovery	actions	drops		

the	number	of	quiet	pixels	in	the	middle	of	
the	fill.				
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Broken	clusters	

•  	Quiet	pixels	cause	clusters	to	be	broken	
•  	In	high	η	modules	average	cluster	length	is	9	
•  Fraction	of	broken	clusters	versus	luminosity			

Broken Clusters

Quiet pixels will lead to long clusters
getting split by the clustering algorithm
!
broken clusters ! two clusters with
1-pixel gap along z-direction and
�Row < 3
With �Row the center-to-center cluster
distance in r �f
Flat combinatory background, number of
broken clusters from �Row fit.
Linear increase with integrated
luminosity, starting point depends on the
number of disabled/dead pixels
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Figure 10 – Center-to-center distance along the azimuthal direction (    ) for all pairs of 
clusters separated by a one-pixel gap along the z direction, in the most forward IBL 3D module 
on the negative-z side in the first LB of  fill 6024 from 2017. If there are two clusters with a 
one-pixel gap along z and their      is no larger than three-pixels, these two clusters are 
assumed to be broken clusters from one long cluster and they are merged.      has a flat 
background due to random coincidences of whole clusters being close together. This 
background level depends on the cluster density. The background under the broken cluster 
peak will also be merged leading to a known contamination fake long clusters after merging.   
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Figure 11 – Fraction of broken primary clusters versus integrated luminosity in fill 5163 from 
2016, in the 8 rings of 3D modules. The 8 3D-module rings of IBL from low z to high z are 
indicated in cyan, orange, black, blue, red, dark yellow, purple and green separately. The data 
are extracted from randomly triggered events. The number of broken primary clusters in each 
LB is obtained by the fit to the “    ”distribution in Fig.10.  The primary clusters have a 
length consistent with coming from the primary vertex. The 14 modules in the same ring have 
been studied together due to low statistics. The different starting points of each curve indicate 
the different ratios of dead pixels among the rings. Most of the rings show a similar increase 
rate of broken clusters. In the selected 3D modules the average length of primary clusters is 9 
pixels, which makes broken clusters a very sensitive probe of quiet/inefficient pixels. 
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SEU	in	local	Enable	bit	

•  Test	with	four	high	η	modules	
•  Enable	bits	initially	set	to	“0”	(masking	all	pixels	in	the	module)	
•  During	LHC	fills	some	Enable	bits	are	flipped	by	SEU	to	“1”		

Output enable bit flip

The output enable bit flip with
integrated luminosity, which corresponds
to a 0 ! 1 transition was checked
disabling all pixels of some 3D modules
at the beginning of a LHC fill
The number of pixels that fire at the
passage of a charged particle indicate a
SEU-induced flip of hit-enable DICE
latch
The neighbouring sensor is used to find
a period of time such that the
probability of non-illuminating a
SEU-enabled pixel is < 10�6

Fraction of enabled pixels increases with
integrated luminosty
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SET	nature	of	flips	for	different	bits	

•  	Rate	of	flip	flops	versus	bit	#		
•  	Glitches(SET)	on	LOAD	line	dominate	0->1	flips	when		SR=1	
•  	Glitches(SET)	on	LOAD	line	dominate	1->0	flips	when		SR=0	
•  	Uniform	rate	for	most	of	the	bits,	except	HitOr	(bit#	8)	
•  	HitOr	has	very	special	layout,	as	interconnection	of	all	pixels	
•  	24	GeV	proton	results	contaminated	by	SET	due	to	SR	flips	 24	



Multiplicity	of	SEU/SET	

•  		Are	the	glitches	on	LOAD	line	common	to	several	bits	or	
individual	?	

•  	Multiplicity	of	bit	flips	are	peaked	at	“1”,	so	glitches	are	
mainly	individual	(pairs	of	transistors	T1-T2	or	T3-T4)	

•  	Longer	tails	in	SET	may	indicate	small	multi-bit	contribution	25	



Absolute	SEU	Cross-sections	

			 26	

Beam,	SEE	type	 Transition	 SR	
value	

Rate	per	fb-1																	
(stat./syst.)																												

Cross-section	
				10	-15	cm2	

LHC:	Mainly	SEU		 0->1	 0	 	0.22	±	0.01	±	0.09	%	 0.24	±	0.13	

LHC:	Mainly	SEU		 1->0	 1	 	0.46	±	0.01	±	0.19	%	 0.51	±	0.26	

LHC:	Mainly	SET		
on	Load	line	

1->0	 0	 	3.07	±	0.02	±	0.80	%	 3.39	±1.34	

LHC:	Mainly	SET		
On	load	line	

0->1	 1	 	4.68	±	0.03	±	1.21	%	 5.16	±2.04	

24	GeV	protons:	
Mostly	SEU	with	
some	SET	
admixture	

0->1	
	

0	 n.a.	 1.10	



Reconfiguration	mechanism	

•  		Global	Configuration	Memory	refreshed	periodically	since	August	2017	:	dramatic	
decrease	of	silent	chips,	current	jumps,	occupancy	jumps,	de-synchronizations	in	
IBL	

•  	A	2ms	time	window	used	by	ATLAS	to	send	Event	Counter	Reset	(ECR)	signal	to	
detector	electronics	was	exploited		to	perform	such	reconfiguration:	
–  	ATLAS	ECR	period	is	5	seconds	
–  	Reconfiguration	during	ECR		didn’t	add	any	extra	dead	time	to	ATLAS	

•  	Bitstreams	for	local	memory	reconfiguration	are	much	larger	than	for	Global	
Configuration	Memory	=>	trying	by	splitting	in	several	ECR	cycles	=>	full	
reconfiguration	during	11	minutes	

•  	Local	memory	refreshing	tested	in	few	LHC	fills	=>	see	results	on	next	slides	 27	



Quite	and	Noisy	with	reconfiguration	

•  	Quite	and	Noisy	pixels	with	reconfiguration	in	the	
test	run	

•  	Eight	high	η	modules	under	test:	four	reconfigured	
and	four	not	reconfigured	
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